RB850

The new Ibanez RB850 bass was designed for the player who requires his instrument to have the size, style and playability of a custom made bass at half the price. By canceling a top rail on the body we found that not only is the playability improved but a much brighter sound is achieved.

TEK GRIP KNOB

This original knob design features high-tech styling for the '80's. You can control it with a light smooth touch. Heavy-Duty non-slip finish guarantees the stability of operation.

DUO SOUND SYSTEM

The Volume and Tone controls incorporate "push-on/push-off" switches that change the pickups configuration from tandem to single coil at the touch of the knob.

NECK ANGLE

The neck set at a precise angle plus the desired tension at the nut and gets rid of needless vibration. The lack of unwanted vibration guarantees rich sustain and harmonics.

PICKUPS

SUPER P5S/JS5/JS6

These high performance pickups have a balanced output. This gives you a smooth crisp shaping tone. The special shielding and mounting virtually eliminate hum and mechanical noise.

24 Frets

Basses have long been limited by the standard 20-fret bass configuration. Ibanez changed all that with the 24-fret ROADSTAR III. The special body design balances extremly well even with this extended playability.

ACCU CAST BII BRIDGE/TAILPIECE

The Ibanez ACCU CAST BII Bridge/tailpiece is a low mass design for full transition of string vibrations to the body. Each string rests firmly on the saddle for maximum sustain and rock steady response even with heavy percussive playing styles. String height is individually adjusted with a single screw.

SPECIFICATIONS

|-------|---------------|--------------------|----------------------|-----------------|---------------|------------|-----------------|--------|
| RB750 | Maple          | Rosewood           | Rosewood             | Rosewood        | Rosewood      | Rosewood   | Medium Scale    | Black
| RB850 | Rosewood/Archtop | Rosewood           | Rosewood             | Rosewood        | Rosewood      | Rosewood   | Medium Scale    | Black

Ibanez guitars are sold and serviced by

Ibanez Guitar Corporation
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